Glenn Beck gets hundreds of copies of *The Great Controversy*...

**The Great Controversy Featured on the Glenn Beck Show!**

God has been blessing these short features on the Glenn Beck show. Not only has this gone before millions of viewers, but while being featured live, it caught Glenn's attention. Glenn interrupted to explain that out of all the books people have sent him, *The Great Controversy* is the one he receives the most. In the past five years he claims to have received 500 copies! Click below to watch the video.
Help Us Share!

Help us spread this exciting news by forwarding this message. You can share it on Facebook, Twitter, or even forward the email to your friends by clicking the links above.

We Need Your Help

Thousands of people have ordered *The Great Controversy* through this exciting advertising opportunity, and they have agreed to air these "commercials" as long as the funding is there. Would you commit to help us keep these advertisements running so thousands more can get their hands on this book of the hour. Please [click here](#) to donate now.

How Did This Happen?

Once again, God has used His faithful people who have had their hands to the plow helping Remnant Publications distribute millions of copies of the full-version *Great Controversy*. After mailing **one million** copies of *The Great Controversy* to New York City, we were told that two of the people who received the book were executives with Glenn Beck's show. The book caught their attention, and they contacted Remnant about featuring it on *The Blaze*. Praise God!
We invite you to join us in watching how the Lord will use this opportunity to put this message before a massive audience. Lives will be changed!

We will keep you up to date as further details develop. Will you keep this matter in prayer? We have faithfully gone where the Spirit has led on this endeavor, but it is only through that same Spirit touching the viewers' hearts that souls will be convicted.

In His service,

Remnant Publications

Would you like to get your own copy of Dwight's book and see how you can make religion a practical part of your own
life?

Help to support ongoing commercials for *The Great Controversy* and other books sharing the three angels’ messages on the national network *The Blaze*.

Donate Here...